HYDROCARBON STORAGE TANKS - ADVANTAGES & APPLICATIONS

Bliss Anand's Hydrocarbon Storage Tanks are a fully equipped solution for your storage needs. Designed with Internal Floating, and dome roof tanks. Our engineers will design the optimum tank for your project.

Floating Roofs:

Floating roofs offer lightweight protection for your tanks to prevent evaporation of your process fluids.

Benefits:

• Prevents 99% of pollutants from entering the atmosphere
• Saves large quantum of product per year
• Promotes safety
• No maintenance once covered by domes

Geodesic Domes:

Geodesic Domes are created to replace existing roofs, or to convert uncovered, floating-roof tanks to covered tanks.

Benefits:

• Lightweight
• Can be installed without taking the tank out of service
• No more pipe drain or hose issues, no wind losses
Industries Served

- Oil & Gas

Applications

- Crude oil storage
- Liquid fuel storage
- Liquified gas storage

Highlights

Floating Roofs protect fluids from contaminants & evaporation

Geodesic Domes protect process liquids from wind losses